
Chapter 4 

EXECUTION

“Decisionmaking in execution thus becomes a time-competi-
tive process, and timeliness of decisions becomes essential to
generating tempo. Timely decisions demand rapid thinking
with consideration limited to essential factors. In such situa-
tions, we should spare no effort to accelerate our decision-
making ability. That said, we should also recognize those
situations in which time is not a limiting factor—such as
deliberate planning situations—and should not rush our deci-
sions unnecessarily.” 

—Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication 1, Warfighting

Although overarching doctrine does not normally change signifi-
cantly over time, aircraft tactics will be constantly adapted based on
the threat and our weapon systems capability. The best sources for
individual aircraft tactics are aircraft tactical manuals and aircrew
experience. To assist DAS planners, mission commanders, and
DAS flight leaders in the execution of DAS, this publication
includes additional planning information in the appendices. Appen-
dix A is basic DAS planning checklist and appendix B is a sample
DAS briefing guide.

This chapter covers execution considerations because of threat, tar-
get location, weather, munitions, and night attack considerations
that effect airborne tactics. Fundamentally, DAS tactics utilized
depend on the following factors:

l The enemy’s air defense system and capabilities.
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l Potential target types and recognizable features to friendly
visual and sensor systems.

l Accuracy of the target location.

l Target location or ACA distance from friendly aircraft operat-
ing bases.

l Theater ROE and acceptable levels of collateral damage.

l Time of attack; day or night?

l Prevailing weather and environmental conditions.

The preceding list is not all-inclusive; rather it is a guide and may
vary depending on the enemy and friendly situation. The follow-
ing paragraphs deal with some specific execution considerations
for both fixed- and rotary-wing DAS aircraft.

DAS TIMING

It is important that all participants in DAS operations have an
accurate and synchronized clock. Management of time defines
our ability to generate tempo and take advantage of opportunities
relative to the enemy. Time is the basic means to coordinate the
efforts of numerous assets that range from SEAD, escort and
attack aircraft, to aerial refuelers positioning on station. Time
defines our “windows” of opportunity. By using time
appropriately and appreciating its impact on our ability to define
tempo, it may be possible to change a disadvantage to an
advantage. From strategic planning to tactical execution, all
operators and commanders will be constrained by some sort of
timeline. As time applies to DAS execution, it is important that
all aircrews and ground crews are on a synchronized clock.
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Typically, all time references are based on Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT), also known as Zulu time. It is common for time on target
(TOT) to be utilized as a coordinating measure when conducting
DAS. Time is also used to deconflict friendly aircraft and surface
fires to prevent fratricide. Further, time may be used for DAS
support aircraft deconfliction and positioning. For example, the
DAS mission commander determines his TOT to be 1200 and
expects SEAD support 1 minute prior to 30 seconds after the
TOT. The mission commander may not know all the details of the
SEAD plan; however, the threat is anticipated to be neutralized
during this time period.

Since DAS aircraft operate from a variety of locations, time is an
important coordination and deconfliction method available for
the execution of DAS missions. Time determines when tankers
should be on station, SEAD windows, fighter aircraft positioning,
and DAS TOTs. It is critical that mission commanders have clear,
simple, and redundant ways to communicate changes to aircraft
already airborne. For example, if an AI package is delayed en-
route to the target, mission commanders should have a simple
way to ROLEX [a pro-word for changing an established time of a
particular event] all other DAS and support aircraft events.
ROLEXs should be clear and may be based on TOT or whatever
method of timing and control the mission commander utilizes.
For example, if the TOT is 1200 and the mission commander
calls “ROLEX 5” this means the new TOT is 1205. If the mission
commander then calls another “ROLEX 15,” it means the new
TOT is now 1215 (unless the mission commander is calculating
the cumulative ROLEX times for the flight). In some instances,
mission commanders may choose to let other aircrew add up
individual ROLEXs, meaning every time a ROLEX is given
individual aircrew will have to add up the time changes. From the
previous example, the new TOT would be 1220 using the
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cumulative method. Whatever method is used it is important that
mission commanders have a simple and reliable way to
communicate ROLEXs and aircrews have a clear understanding
of the ROLEX method used.

[NOTE: Three methods of acquiring a time back are the Naval
Observatory’s automated, continuous broadcast (frequency 5.000,
10.000, 15.000, 20.000, or 25.000 MHz) of Zulu time; calling the
Naval Observatory (DSN 762-1401); and the GPS.]

FIXED-WING EXECUTION

Fixed-wing aircraft have a variety of mission formations and
packages that may be utilized during DAS operations (see
specific aircraft tactical manuals for the latest tactics
recommendations). As mentioned in previous chapters, AI
missions are typically led by mission commanders and are
usually composed of four or more aircraft. AR missions are
usually conducted by four or less aircraft and led by division
leaders. AI packages will typically be constructed as defense in
depth or force concentration; mission commanders will determine
the type of package to utilize depending on threat and our ability
to counter the enemy’s antiair capabilities. AR missions may use
a variety of formations and target attacks as discussed in chapter
3. The following paragraphs contain considerations for DAS
mission execution once the mission commander or flight lead has
determined the AI or AR package composition.

In conjunction with the DAS planning and briefing guides in
appendices A and B, respectively, some basic considerations for
DAS fixed-wing aircraft employment are:
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l Throughout takeoff, rendezvous, and ingress, communication
should be minimized as much as possible to conceal DAS air-
craft from the enemy. If able, aircraft operating bases and
FARPs should establish standard operating procedures for the
EMCON launch and recovery of aircraft. In most situations
aircraft operating from ships at sea will operate EMCON dur-
ing daylight hours. 

l If a flight rendezvous is required, aircraft should join-up out-
side the range of the threat’s early warning capability. If the
airspace or theater ROE does not allow for an undetected ren-
dezvous, aircraft should at a minimum join-up outside the
threat’s surface-to-air systems envelope.

l If pre-mission aerial refueling is required, mission command-
ers should have a simple and clear fallout plan for either
tanker fallout or receiver aircraft refueling difficulties. To
minimize confusion airborne it may helpful to designate spe-
cific aircraft that have priority for receiving fuel airborne.

l During ingress, formations should be flown to provide maxi-
mum lookout and individual aircraft enough room to maneu-
ver in case of attack by enemy antiair assets. Further, during
the ingress, target area, and egress, aircraft may preemptively
vary altitude and heading to avoid being predictable and pos-
sibly negate enemy surface-to-air systems.

l One of the hardest decisions a DAS mission commander or
flight lead may have to make airborne is aborting the package
and returning home. All DAS missions should plan specific
go/no-go criteria based on weather, environment, threat
response, aircraft, and aircraft systems required to success-
fully accomplish the mission. Once abort criteria have been
met, a timely abort should be executed to avoid forcing
friendly aircraft into a situation that may make the risk unac-
ceptably high.
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l Upon egressing from the threat and returning to base, DAS
mission commanders or flight leaders should pass in-flight
reports as mentioned in earlier chapters. The passing of near
real time information is critical for the ACE and MAGTF
commanders’ decisionmaking and situational awareness.

The following paragraphs contain general fixed-wing aircraft tac-
tical considerations including the advantages and disadvantages
of three general categories of fixed-wing tactical employment:
high, medium, and low altitude tactics.

High Altitude Tactics 

High altitude tactics are generally flown over 25,000 feet mean
sea level (MSL). Aircrews use high altitude tactics to remain
above the threat’s low to medium altitude surface to air systems.

Advantages

l Reduces aircraft fuel consumption.

l Reduces aircraft navigation difficulties.

l Improves aircraft tactical formation control and employment.

l Reduces aircrew workload.

l Allows considerable airspace for aircraft maneuver for target
attack and threat reactions.

l Improves communications between aircraft and control agencies.

l Increases the range of weapon deliveries because of easier rec-
ognition and acquisition of large targets (e.g., buildings or
large troop and vehicle concentrations) with aircraft sensors.

l Allows flight over the threat’s AAA and medium altitude
SAM systems.
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Disadvantages

l Enemy acquisition radar can detect the attack forces at longer
ranges. This may allow the enemy to alert air defense assets of
incoming DAS missions.

l May require a strong SEAD and antiair warfare support pack-
ages to degrade or suppress the enemy’s air defense assets. 

l Enemy high altitude SAM systems have longer-range employ-
ment envelopes to counter friendly aircraft.

l Recognition and acquisition of medium to smaller targets may
be very difficult.

l Unguided munitions may not be as accurate making the attack
of small point targets difficult.

l Weather or environmental conditions may prevent visual
acquisition of targets or target areas.

Medium Altitude Tactics

Medium altitude tactics are flown between 10,000 to 25,000 feet
MSL and have most of the same advantages and disadvantages as
high altitude tactics. However, visual acquisition of some targets
may be enhanced and weapons accuracy of unguided munitions
may improve. In most cases, fixed-wing AR and SCAR missions
will be flown at medium altitudes to prevent exposure to AAA
threats and low altitude SAMs. However, in situations where the
threat is negligible or the potential targets are small, a transition
to low altitude may be done as required to acquire or attack
smaller targets.
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Low Altitude Tactics

Low altitude tactics are flown below 10,000 feet above ground
level (AGL). Aircrews use low altitude tactics to keep the attack
force below enemy early warning radar coverage as long as
possible. Marginal weather or attacking smaller targets may cause
aircrews to use low altitude target attacks. Low altitude tactics
may be utilized when attacking targets within the FSCL to aid in
the identification of friendly surface force and prevent fratricide. 

Advantages

l May be used to surprise the enemy by reducing the enemy’s
reaction time due to terrain masking and late radar detection.

l Reduces the chance of attack from enemy SAM systems by
using terrain for masking.

l Reduces the enemy’s SAM weapons envelope and lethal
zones during high-speed low altitude ingress and egress.

l Increases the aircrews’ ability to recognize and acquire
smaller targets.

l Improves aircraft maneuvering performance.

l Reduces the capability and range of the enemy aircraft radar
to detect friendly aircraft.

l Allows aircrews to acquire targets during degraded weather or
reduced visibility.

l May be utilized below an overcast or reduced visibility.

Disadvantages

l May allow enemy visual or listening posts to detect incoming
aircraft.
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l Visual acquisition of the target may be delayed as altitude
decreases.

l Aircraft fuel consumption may be higher.

l Navigation and terrain avoidance are more demanding and
require a higher level of aircrew skill.

l Exposure to small arms, AAA systems, and IR-guided weap-
ons increases.

l Less time available for aircraft to react to enemy surface to air
systems.

l Communication and control are more difficult.

During the execution of DAS operations, mission commanders or
flight leads may determine it is more beneficial to use a
combination of altitude profiles. For example, the target may be a
great distance from aircraft operating bases, however, the target is
very small or the cloud cover is low. In this case the DAS flight
may use a high altitude ingress, low altitude target attack, and a
high altitude egress. The combination of altitude profiles should
be designed to optimize the aircrews’ ability to attack targets,
maximize the advantages of some profiles, and minimize the
disadvantages associated with others.

The altitude profile discussed in the previous paragraph’s
example is typically referenced to as a high-low-high profile.
Profiles may be flown as low-low-high, where the DAS mission
commander desires to maintain stealth on the ingress and target
attack but fuel considerations require the egress at a higher
altitude. Altitude profiles are determined based on aircraft
performance, threat and friendly situation, aircrew training, and
experience of DAS aircrews.
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Attack Tactics

The attack portion of DAS tactics is typically the phase of the
mission that encompasses the initial point (IP) to munitions
impact on target. The range of the IP from the target will vary
depending on the type and planned release point of munitions to
be delivered. For unguided munitions the IP will typically be 10
nautical miles from the target. For guided munitions, this range
can be as far as 50 nautical miles or more from the target.

The point where the aircrews devote the majority of their focus to
the recognition and acquisition of the target is commonly referred
to as the target area. The target area will depend on the specific
sensor or sensors utilized to acquire the target and type of muni-
tions to be delivered. Once entering the target area, the DAS air-
crew’s situational awareness to other activities besides attacking
the target is limited. Therefore, aircrews become more vulnerable
to enemy surface-to-air systems in the target area as they focus on
the specific attack of their targets.

To minimize loss of situational awareness in the target area, air-
crews should use their best sensor, or combination of sensors, that
can acquire the target at the greatest range and provide the most
situational awareness for the aircrew. For example, an F/A-18
attacking a specific building may use the on board radar to ini-
tially recognize the target, then use the FLIR to confirm the
appropriate target has been acquired, and last, if using unguided
munitions, visually acquire the target for final weapons release.
This is an example of radar-to-FLIR-to-visual target recognition
to final munitions delivery. The process of recognizing and
acquiring the appropriate target will depend on sensors available
and the attack tactics utilized. Successful target recognition and
acquisition depend upon sensor performance, mission briefing,
aircrew training, and experience.
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Today’s family of PGMs and GPS weapons allows aircrews to
perform multiple target attacks from a single attack platform
while providing greater standoff from threat systems. However,
GPS weapons require aircrews to load the precise (10 digit-grid)
target location and elevation prior to delivery. Examples of these
types of GPS weapons are the JSOW and JDAM. Appendix E is a
capability list of DAS munitions employed by Navy and Marine
Corps tactical aircraft. DAS fixed-wing aircraft are also capable
of flying numerous attack tactics. For detailed discussions of
DAS attack tactics, aircrews and planners should reference indi-
vidual aircraft tactical manuals. The following paragraphs pro-
vide broad descriptions of various attack tactics.

Munitions Deliveries

Generally, munitions deliveries can be broken down into dive,
level or loft delivery.

Dive Delivery
A dive delivery means the aircraft is positioned to establish a spe-
cific dive angle to attack the target. As previously mentioned,
there are numerous advantages to utilizing high altitude profiles;
however, important disadvantages are:

l Unguided munition accuracy.

l Target acquisition by aircrews.

A method of improving target acquisition and unguided munition
accuracy is to use a dive type delivery as shown in figure 4-1. The
dive angle will vary depending on the altitude from which the air-
craft begins the dive. The type of munitions used will also factor
into the dive angle. 
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Level Delivery
Figure 4-2 is an example of a level delivery where the aircraft
may fly over or near directly over the target to deliver munitions.
The level delivery can be used in a variety of circumstances.
Employment considerations for level delivery are:

l Level delivery increases probability of kill (PK) because the
aircraft is very stable at the release point. This also simplifies
the delivery of LGWs, munitions at night, and munitions from
large multiple aircraft AI packages.

Figure 4-1. Dive Delivery.
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l Can be used from all altitudes as long as munitions allow level
deliveries.

l Some munitions may have reduced accuracy.

l Aircrew recognition and visual acquisition may be reduced.

l Aircraft are more predictable in the target area causing aircraft
to be more vulnerable to enemy surface-to-air threats.

Loft Delivery
Figure 4-3 depicts an example of a loft delivery. Although loft
delivery profiles may be flown from a variety of altitudes, they
are most often used in the low altitude environment. Typically,
loft tactics are conducted to maximize standoff from threat
weapons systems. Loft deliveries are usually high workload on
aircrew due to the dynamic nature of the maneuver. The accuracy
associated with this type of attack varies greatly based on
ordnance, aircraft, and aircrew skill level.

Figure 4-2. Level Delivery.
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Reattacks

Reattacks are those attacks that are conducted after the initial
attack has been conducted. Typically, during the conduct of AR
missions, reattacks may be required to gain the desired effect on
target. Most often when conducting AI missions, attacks are
conducted via a single delivery maneuver. It is imperative that
flight leaders and DAS aircrews understand and coordinate
reattacks prior to take-off. Reattacks expose aircraft to the threat
longer and make DAS aircraft more predictable. When
reattacking, aircrews should vary attack headings and altitudes to
avoid predictability and limit vulnerability. Aircrews should also
wait until the entire package has completed its initial attacks
before reattacking targets. Most importantly, whatever surprise
benefited the initial attack is lost and the SEAD sanctuary/
window support may not be available.

ROTARY-WING EXECUTION

In most cases, the advantages and disadvantages of employing
fixed-wing aircraft in the low altitude environment apply to
rotary-wing employment as well. However, rotary-wing assets

Figure 4-3. Loft Delivery.
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will be employed near or inside the FSCL during DAS missions.
Although rotary-wing assets are capable of operating at extended
ranges, several logistical concerns require these missions to be
carefully planned. Of primary concern would be rapid ground
refueling assets and the ability to upload ordnance at a relatively
secure forward site. FARPs play a major role in the utilization of
rotary-wing assets by reducing response times and increasing
their range capability. The benefit of the FARP must be weighed
carefully with the MAGTF mission.

En route Tactics

The en route portion of the DAS mission for rotary-wing aircraft
is critical and must be thoroughly planned. En route airspeeds
should be kept relatively moderate to allow for threat detection
through a vigilant sensor employment plan. The optimum ele-
ment size to be employed is the division operating in either a
bounding or traveling over-watch formation. This formation will
allow accurate navigation while allowing mutual support. The en
route portion of DAS missions will most likely require consider-
able time to accomplish, especially in areas that are known or
expected to be hostile. In many instances, the en route portion of
the mission will require objective area type attention to planning.

Attack Tactics

The overall objective during a DAS mission is early identification
of potential threats and targets. This can most effectively be
accomplished by thorough pre-mission planning. Regardless of
whether conducting an AR mission or an AI mission, careful
delineation of prospective target and threat areas is critical. The
by-product of this planning will yield suitable firing points to
either engage targets or record information significant to the
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MAGTF commander. An equally important consideration is the
terrain on which DAS missions are to be conducted. Areas void
of useable terrain will require deliberate movement, with the
primary concern of early threat detection. Night missions with
onboard sensors will play a large role in reducing the threat.

As a rule of thumb, rotary-wing assets should be employed in
areas that allow initial observation from terrain. This is not to
suggest that employment should only be from terrain, but rather
should highlight its importance. During missions involving both
fixed-wing and rotary-wing assets, sectoring the objective area
should be based on the inherent capabilities of both platforms.
The most logical division will be to use fixed-wing assets to
cover large open areas, while employing rotary-wing assets
within roughly 10 kilometers of terrain. Planners should avoid
placing battle positions throughout the anticipated objective area
as control measures. A more suitable method of integration
would be the use of well placed target reference points based on
key geographical references. Another method of integration is to
sector the objective area. If the objective area is sectored and all
participating assets are aware of the method, the coordination of
target hand-offs and hasty suppression and marking becomes
relatively simple.

With sectoring in mind, SCAR assets must coordinate target
assignments based on target priorities as well as on the current
attack assets available. It is important to recognize that not all
targets need to be immediately engaged. Threat dependent,
SCAR assets may opt to mark targets on a map and then evaluate
both the long and short-term threats these targets pose to both the
airborne asset and the ground force. If the target poses no
immediate threat, the targets should be monitored until a
tactically sound weapon to target match is achieved. For example,
it may be inappropriate to engage thin-skinned vehicles with
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tube-launched, optically tracked, wire-command link guided
missile (TOW) and Hellfire if an AV-8B with cluster bomb unit
(CBU) is expected on station within a short period of time.

Attack Profiles

The primary weapons to be employed by rotary-wing assets will
be TOW and Hellfire, since they provide the greatest standoff and
highest PK. The most beneficial profile from which to engage
will either be from a hover or by utilizing slow running fire of
approximately 30 to 60 knots. Normally, rockets 2.75 inches and
5.0 inches will be used for suppression or target marking. During
DAS missions, accurate weaponeering will yield not only the
optimal weapon to target match, but will also indicate the most
logical number of weapons to be carried. Mission dependent, the
option of downloading ordnance in favor of carrying auxiliary
fuel tanks should be considered. This may allow the mission to be
accomplished without setting up a FARP. Again, the employment
of rotary-wing assets at night offers the greatest force protection
and chance for mission accomplishment.

Reattacks

Rotary-wing reattacks follow the same logic as with fixed-wing
assets. Of primary consideration is the unacceptable exposure
time required. Based on the threat, and mission precedence,
reattacks should involve coordinated SEAD. Since mobile targets
will likely displace once attacked, rotary-wing assets should
attempt to maintain observation while evaluating a reattack from
a different heading. Additionally, target hand-off to an on station
fixed-wing asset may be the most effective means of reattacking
targets. Remember, surprise by rotary-wing assets creates the best
opportunity for mission success; surprise is difficult to achieve
during reattacks.
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SUMMARY

Aircraft tactical manuals, and trained and experienced aircrew are
the best sources of information for specific aircraft DAS
execution tactics and procedures. The goal of this chapter is to
educate operators and planners on the overall execution
capabilities of fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft and the
munitions that may be utilized to successfully conduct DAS
operations. The successful execution of DAS operations allows
the MAGTF commander to disrupt enemy operations, shape the
battleships to the advantage of other MAGTF forces, and use
economy of force. 


